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ABSTRACT

3D scientific visualization in HPC environments is a topic that ranges from post-processing (on
dedicated visualization clusters) to in-situ code instrumentation. Often, 3D visualization is based on
multi-layered data access frameworks that need custom plugins to be developed for specific codes.
Interfacing fusion codes in EUROfusion Code Development for Integrated Modelling is based on
Consistent Physical Objects (CPOs). CPOs are standardized data structures that describe various
physical aspects of fusion experiments and are designed to be suitable for use with simulation codes
and experimental data. Integration with CPOs thus brings a common data model to integrated simu-
lations that allows direct comparison with experiment, use of experimental data as an input or mixed
approaches. To facilitate change and to support different programming languages, the data structure
is described by a XML schema definition (XSD) from which visualization schema in XML is gen-
erated and included in datastructure description. Visualisation schema is a key for representation of
data in various spaces that are linked and can be cross-CPO mapped.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Code Development for Integrated Modelling EUROfusion project aims to provide to the Eu-
ropean fusion community a suite of validated codes for the interpretation of present experiments and
predictive modelling of future reactors. This effort builds on the European integrated modelling plat-
form and framework developed within the ITM-TF[1]. Verification and validation of predictive and
interpretative simulation runs require that modelling platform allows combining experimental and
simulation-data at various stages throughout scientific workflow development. Traceability (prove-
nance) in Kepler[2] workflow engine used within the EU IM framework should provide easy verifi-
cation and validation at the modelling level. Sharing workflows between scientists is “easy part” of
the workflow-based provenance and must be accompanied with often big data that orchestrated codes
needs to trace. Data model seems to be one of the challenges that cannot be universally addressed
for all domains. Fusion-oriented framework DataSpaces [3] separates data model into server–client
model with distributed hash tables with the goal of providing transparent memory-to-memory trans-
fer (staging) to applications. For “expensive to get” data, lookup and meta-data is provided in the
DataSpaces three-layered architecture. The EU IM data model currently relies on a single-layered
Universal Access Layer[4] (UAL) that concentrated on accessing a tailored (tokamak) datastructure
description[5]. Data gathered within CPOs (Consistent Physical Objects) is used for “partitioned”
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Figure 1: XSLT flowchart for visualization schema transformations.

interchange between codes in “strongly” coupled workflows. Similarly to CPOs, ADIOS system [6]
provides groups that describe collections of data written at once. ADIOS as a HPC library for in-
put/output (IO) provides simplified and configurable write strategy to parallel codes. The EU IM
approach uses UAL library routines in upgraded fusion codes for data exchange through a structured
CPOs database. Staging and write strategy is a part of the UAL configuration and can range from
direct file access, memory-cached or parallel [7] access. The UAL back-end responsible for storage
uses MDSplus and HDF5 database formats. Both formats are commonly used in scientific and ex-
perimental (fusion) environments. As mentioned before, single-layered UAL is providing simple IO
with minimal number of functions to codes for fetching and storing CPOs. UAL adaptation to hashed
client–server model as in DataSpaces, DART [8] asynchronous data communication layer or using
ADIOS should not change the UAL front-end routines used in codes. Code specific data transport
configuration and provenance can be governed by the workflow engine (e.g. as XML file used in
ADIOS). For distributed workflows where database access is not easy to arrange on must rely on
serialization of CPOs for exchange between compute sites. One such approach in fusion modelling
is MAPPER project [9] that can couple codes with enveloping them into communication kernels and
configure into workflow.

The EU IM effort turned its focus into creation of workflows for specific physics applications that
can easily include similar physics codes for verification and comparison in integrated modelling. Key
principle for these workflows is not UAL but rather datastructure description (ontology) consisting
of CPOs. Consistency enforced by CPO data model requires that existing codes need to be “adapted”
to be able to retrieve/store results in database. This task requires developer’s knowledge of the code
and CPOs description that needs to be mapped to each other in enforced units (MKSA and eV). After
(necessary) adaptation, code can be executed as a black-box within scientific workflows that couples
different codes in a compatible way and sequence. Similarly to CPOs, ITER Integrated Modelling &
Analysis Suite (IMAS) [10] foresees the development of a datastructure composed of Interface Data
Structures (IDSs) as standardized entities for use between physics components. The collection of
CPO descriptions form together a complete data model for diverse simulations that can also contain
imported experimental data. This approach enables a direct comparison of results with the experiment
and/or use experimental data as an input. The implementation phases and continuous development
of the EU IM framework are simplified by the fact that the CPO data structures are described by an
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XML schema definition (XSD), which can be easily modified. This semi human-readable description
allows rigorous validation, creation of data bindings and translations for different purposes. The XSD
data-structure description is mainly used to generate CPO definitions in an XML format obtained by
applying the XSL translation [11] (XSLT) language. Consistency of CPO definitions is assured by
the XSD description, so that the derived CPO definitions in XML are consistent too. From the CPOs
schema one can automate (through XSLT processing) generation of “include” definitions and UAL
linking for all supported languages. From each CPO defined with XSD we then translate into single
CPODef.xml file that includes complex and common structure types defined in utility.xsd. Figure 1
on the left shows this initial transformation from many CPO definitions into single CPOs’ definition
in XML. The fundamental purpose of CPODef.xml is a description of the EU IM persistent storage
database. As most of the CPOs are time dependent, the EU IM database stores slices of each CPO
during simulation iterations or experiment sampling. Slicing occurs at different time scales for each
CPO depending on the physics involved [12, see Fig. 12 therein].

Described data model and its access is a basis for visualization tools that are aimed to support
users in all stages of modelling framework usage. To support the diagnostic of the time-dependent
data in CPOs, several visualization tools are used depending on the scales and representation of the
data that is regularly used in simulations. For many simulations, custom visualization are created us-
ing general-purpose graphics libraries. To avoid such custom approaches and to provide standardized
sets of visualizations EU IM aims to provide tools that can be used for visualizations without the need
for scientists to manually program each plot and allow creation of reusable custom visualizations.

2 VISUALIZATION SUPPORT IN THE EU IM FRAMEWORK

Graphical inspection of data in variety of ways becomes more difficult with increasing data com-
plexity. As time is a key physical quantity of tokamak modeling, this quantity is included in nearly
every CPO and can be assumed as an additional dimension when time-varying properties are in-
spected. Usually, time-dependent visualization is done by specifying a time point or selecting a
cycle (frame or time-slice) from the UAL database. From that point data can be retrieved and visu-
alized with different tools in a variety of ways. Visualization tools capable of accessing UAL data
directly (without exporting or converting) were developed to provide required visualizations. Three
approaches are used by the EU IM for producing visualization: (i) programming languages, (ii) gen-
eral tools, and (iii) specialized tools with capabilities as shown in Table 1. Scripting languages like
Python and Matlab are suited for all kinds of data processing. However, their use requires develop-
ment effort. Non-scripting languages (C++, Java, Fortran) for producing visualizations are even less
attractive. They are used for application programming and within visualization tools. In fact, there
are no general purpose tools available that can cover all aspects of usage. The Integrated Simulation
Editor (ISE) was designed with Kepler [13] workflow control in mind in a “study”-like manner and
currently only provides simple 2D signal editing and visualization. The ITMVis library tries to fol-

Table 1: The EU IM visualization tools capable of UAL direct access
EU IM Tool Graphical

plot config
(user level)

Non-
interactive
processing

Input
data pre-
processing

Publication
ready figures

ITMVis no (basic) yes yes yes - matplotlib
ParaView yes (basic) yes limited yes - raster gr.
VisIt yes (basic) yes limited yes - raster gr.
Matlab yes (expert) yes yes yes - builtin
ISE yes (basic) no no no
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Figure 2: EU-IM ParaView source plugin prototype for reading 3D wall unstructured grid and
mapped data from CarMa code [15]. Graphical user interface from plugin allows direct connection
to the database through UAL.

low the VisIt [14] data description by splitting visualizations of CPOs into meta-data and plot data.
This separation is a natural choice for all tools that want to prepare a list of possible visualizations
depending on data availability. It should be noted that not all CPOs are filled with data when running
a particular simulations. The ITMVis library concentrates on custom plots, while the UAL reader
plugin works with standard representations. Standard representations are currently used for data vi-
sualization within some CPOs, where the structure of the data fields allows this. For visualizations
using data from multiple CPOs, the ITMvis approach provides scripting/post-processing capabilities
that can combine results and output them through different backends. 3D scientific visualisation
tools such as ParaView [16] in Fig. 2 can be upgraded with various types of plugins. Most useful
is to upgrade 3D visualization tools with plugins that directly read data from the database and show
possible visualizations in a “natural manner”. In fusion this means access to the data by specifying
shot, run, and tokamak as shown in Fig. 2 graphical user interface (GUI) that is a part of the devel-
oped ParaView source plugin for reading EU-IM database directly and further specifying a CPO of
interest and possible visualizations.

Usual way to access data with visualization tools is by opening a results file or a directory con-
taining the results in several files. This also means that file extension prescribes a reader plugin to be
applied when opening a “database”. This placeholder or dummy file is required in most 3D visuali-
sation tool except in cases when source plugin can be used as is the case when using ParaView. VisIt
doesn’t provide source plugins and therefore it requires dummy file in which source parameters are
specified.
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3 PARAVIEW SOURCE-PLUGIN FRAMEWORK

Figure 3: ParaView plugin framework.

The ParaView plugin framework shown in Fig. 3
uses various components to produce the final visu-
alization. The plugin mainly consists of two parts:
Client-side features that include the GUI and Prop-
erties window for visualization and Server-Side fea-
tures such as the VTK algorithm and UAL Protocol
that add on to the algorithmic capabilities of Par-
aView for fusion visualization. The client-side fea-
tures are implemented with a Qt based GUI using a
ServerManager XML file to expose parameters of the
plugin GUI to the user. The shot, run, tokamak and
username are specified as parameters within the XML
file. It activates corresponding input fields within the
properties window as seen in Fig. 4 on the left side
of the ParaView tool. Once the parameters are supplied by the user, the control is transferred to the
respective Qt widgets to populate the CPO List and Field List. The logic implemented within the Qt
widgets populate the list with only the CPOs present within the selected shot and run. Multiple CPOs
can be chosen, using a Qt array selection widget, which holds a boolean array for the CPOs listed.
All fields within the CPOs that are toggled on are loaded within the Field List, of which multiple
selections can be made again. Once the field selections have been made, the control shifts to the
server.

Figure 4: GUI of the ParaView
UAL source-plugin properties.

The main server-side features are implemented as a Visual-
isation Toolkit (VTK) class, which adds on to the plethora of
VTK classes that form part of ParaView. The fusion data is ac-
cessed using the UAL protocol through the high-level C++ API.
All the UAL classes are defined in the namespace ItmNs. The
main class Itm is used to access the CPOs for the shot, run, toka-
mak and username specified by the user. For all CPOs, an inner
class with the same name is defined within UALClasses.h,
along with a field within the ItmNs::Itm class, whose name
is the name of CPO preceded by an underscore. For example, if
itm is a variable of class ItmNs::Itm, itm_antennas (of
class ItmNs::Itm::antennas) contains all the fields of
the antennas CPO. CPO fields are then accessed as fields of the
corresponding class. For example, the string field whose path
in the XML definition is summary/datainfo/comment, is
accessed in C++ as itm._summary.datainfo.comment
as a string.

Once the CPO field data is accessed, the 2D or 3D visual-
ization data is stored in VTK meshes. The meshes consist of
vertices (points) and cells (elements or zones). The cells
consists of a set of vertices connected as part of different geo-
metrical objects such as tetrahedra, hexahedra, etc. Therefore,
the edges and faces are not defined explicitly, only the connec-
tivity between vertices are defined as geometrical objects. The
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different fields within the CPO such as pressure, temperature, velocity, etc are stored as attributes
over the mesh. This gives the flexibility of visualizing different attributes over a 3D space. The plu-
gin can generate regular meshes and irregular meshes. Regular meshes consist of cells of the same
type spread evenly across the extent of the coordinates of the mesh. Rectilinear and Curvilinear grids
fall in this category. Irregular meshes can consist of different types of cells. 3D cells like tetrahedra
and hexahedra, 2D polygons, 1D lines and 0D vertices or points can form part of the same irregular
mesh. Unstructured and Polygonal grids are examples of irregular meshes.

For multiple CPOs with large or multiple visualisations, the meshes can be combined to form a
Multiblock or Multipiece VTK dataset. Multiblock dataset consists of a tree of visualisations, where
each node is a single visualisation on it’s own. This gives the user the ability to visualise the data from
multiple CPOs and toggle between them to observe the effect of different fields within each CPO.
Multipiece datasets are used to represent large meshes that have been split into smaller meshes for
convenience.

Figure 5: Fusion data loaded as a table in Par-
aView for field inspection.

CPO data for large visualisations can be split ac-
cording to user requirements, so that one doesn’t
have to visualize the whole object but differ-
ent parts of it to examine details. The plu-
gin can also handle numerical data that require
analysis without any visualization. The numer-
ical data can be visualized as a VTK Table, as
seen in Fig. 5, which can be plotted onto a 2D
or 3D chart using ParaView’s plotting options.
The plugin, therefore, acts as a source in Par-
aView generating it’s own mesh/table data from
the data processed from the EU-IM database.
The plugin offers the user the ability to browse
through the CPO List and it’s corresponding
fields in order to decipher the data and visual-
isation contained within them.

4 THE VISUALIZATION SCHEMA

Having in mind that time-dependent data exploration during the development and the “produc-
tion” runs require a number of different inspection and visualisation tool ranging from 0D to 3D one
needs to have “proper” data “plot description” that is (i) simple and easy, (ii) short and effective, (iii)
portable and applicable to many tools and languages. For example, VisIt as a general 3D scientific
visualisation tool combined with the custom UAL reader plugin allows both representations (stan-
dard and custom) by embedding a Python interpreter for ITMVis custom plots in the plugin itself.
Standard representations were not included in ITMVis initially, although this was possible by direct
interpretation of CPOdef.xml or by Python code generation as in UAL reader (where C++ code rep-
resenting plots is generated from CPOdef.xml directly). The process of XSL translation shown in
Fig. 1 with solid lines could be repeated for ITMVis too. From the experience gained in developing
templates for C++ code used in UAL reader, where 220000+ source lines are generated, we came
to a conclusion that introducing an intermediate XML description that extracts representation data
from the CPOdef.xml will reduce the complexity of the XSLT process when applying it to several
programming languages.
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Figure 6: ITMVis electron density profile from
coreprof CPO is mapped to equilibrium CPO
mesh along the ρtor coordinate.

Figure 7: Diagram of XSD complex-
type rz2D for equilibrium element co-
ord sys/position.

While intermediate XML description reduces the
translation complexity it was further observed that:
(i) standard representations can generate substantial
amount of plots code that can be a limiting fac-
tor for Python unless caching scheme for available
plots is used, (ii) standard representations are lim-
ited to “simple” axes-linking schemes, and (iii) cus-
tom plots in ITMVis often repeat the same princi-
ples of data mapping between CPOs. As an exam-
ple of custom plot we show core electron density in
Fig. 6 where pseudocolor plot is produced from two
CPOs. Equilibrium CPO provides curvilinear mesh.
Electron density is taken from coreprof CPO that is
interpolated onto equilibrium ρtor closed flux sur-
faces. Similar “custom” plots are then repeated for
ion species and temperatures. Additionally, one may
consider to combine additional CPOs such as limiter
and vessel surfaces in Fig. 6 for “decoration” pur-
poses. Or may include/exclude edge/SOL meshes
and results (not shown in Fig. 6), which in principle
means for each a new composite plot consisting of
“standard” custom-building-blocks and leads us to
the conclusion that the custom plots should be part
of the standard representations if some implied func-
tionality and cross-CPO linking description is avail-
able. Fig. 7 shows diagram of the equilibrium grid
positions that are described as a flux surface coordi-
nate system on a square grid of flux and angle. The
XSD complex-type rz2D as a matrix of (flux, angle)
values are prescribed for each coordinate in r − z
space. Similar complex-types are extensively used
in the datastructure XSD description. Limitation of
the standard representation regarding the axes link-
ing are essentially in cross-CPO and associativity of
the common axes/grids. To overcome these limita-
tions and to address initial observation we are ex-
tending XSD representations with the “visualization
schema”. This visualization schema is still in XSD, except that it contains the standard representa-
tions described more naturally in a custom XSD schema that is easily converted further with XSLT
into XML for using as a visualisation tool. The complexity of the XSLT code is thus reduced and
distributed among XSL translations to and from visualization schema. Cross-CPO linking and asso-
ciativity reduces the need for many custom plots and allows at the same time users to freely select
components of the plot within GUI tools. Visualisation schema can be extended with representation
types that will assume some algorithmic procedures to be applied for data transformation before pass-
ing it to VTK/grid generation. Proposed visualisation schema unifies standard CPO representations
and custom plots in the schema XML format that is a part of datastructure description, available to
all visualisation tools and debuggers for easier translation as required.
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5 DISCUSSION

Presented EU-IM 3D visualization tools discuss mostly coupling for the purpose of simulations
at the workflow level which is in our case Kepler. Naturally, visualization tools described can also be
used as a standalone in Fig.2. There are other uses of such tools which are handled differently. For ex-
ample, control panels and simulation instrument-frameworks tends to create specialized dashboard-
style GUI. Dashboards usually include additional control buttons with custom actions. Workflow
parameter-control is included in Kepler by the Runtime Window, where built-in output-plotters are
included as well. This is mostly insufficient for complex visualizations. For custom ”publication-
quality” plots one can use general Python actor developed by the EU IM and then use ITMVis with
matplotlib. VisIt with corresponding plugin can mimic multi-instrument as a multi-window setup that
can be saved as a session and reused often. Still, this is not single dash-window although VisIt allows
coding of custom controlling GUIs with jVisit. VisIt uses remote procedure calls (RPC) mechanism
for inter-process communication (IPC).

EU IM developed Visit Kepler Actor (VKA) is a complete IPC application as it includes its own-
coded GUI using Java widgets and jVisIt for controlling communication. Communication with RPC
is in the direction from VisIt to VKA and not opposite as one may expect [17]. The VKA therefore
acts as a server and VisIt attaches as a observer to it with a random hostkey that is generated when
VisIt client is launched by the VKA. Controlling VisIt is thus possible only by launching from the
VKA. It is not possible to attach VisIt to the running workflow on demand. That is the reason for
existence of VisIt controller GUI included with the VKA. To allow controlling of the visualizations
at the workflow run time.

3D and 2D viewer (server)

GU
I

IM-TF database

MDS+ and HDF5 
raw file storage

Kepler
Visualization Kepler
Actor (VKA) 
Java control library

Consistent Physical
Objects (CPO)

Session save and restore

dashboard 
control

Local

Remote
UAL database server Component launcher

Parallel Compute Engine

Figure 8: Visualization architecture with remote database and
computing. 2D and 3D viewer should allow remote connects and
disconnects.

VisIt allows in-situ connec-
tion [18] for simulation code
steering. It requires modifica-
tion of the instrumented code to
include VisIt-library libsim and
provide meta-data and current
state as mesh objects in a sim-
ilar way as the (UAL) reader.
EU IM framework provides a
tool ual connector that connects
UAL database and VisIt in such
way. Caveat of this tightly in-
situ coupling for our analyses
is that only current code state
can be requested. This rules-
out most time-dependent visual-
izations (e.g. for animations).
Usage of libsim is therefore lim-
ited to the the initial usage intent.
Getting time slider to work still requires UAL reader post-processing. Obviously, different circum-
stances often merit different solutions. Concentrating on the past experiences in the field we can draft
the visualization architecture in Fig.8, where the following properties for a general purpose 2D and
3D visualization tool (viewer) are sought:

1. It works as standalone application with usual (server-side) remote visualization engines. Local
client may choose server-side or client-side rendering, depending on the client display graph-
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ics capabilities. Server side rendering with protocol like VirtualGL may be helpful for low-end
clients. Current visualization tools (VisIt, Paraview) mostly use legacy OpenGL code for dis-
play and this impedes effective remote client-side OpenGL rendering that can be provided by
modern OpenGL 2.1+ with GLSL. Most notable client-side display improvements of modern
OpenGL are expected for 3D graphics manipulation.

2. Preferable, connections to remote visualization server may be session-aware allowing discon-
nects and reconnects from the viewer. Similar functionality exists in various remote desktop
protocols where server holds a session that can be restored from different clients. Component
launcher on the remote side may take over the visualization state handling and pass it to clients
at session restore requests.

3. Session as a viewer configuration including visualization pipeline is saved into session file that
can be restored at a later time on request by Kepler.

4. Viewer as a client should act as a server too allowing connections and re-connections from
Kepler. Kepler may launch the viewer if there is no previously opened one. Viewer with its
GUI can be launched as a standalone and still allowing Kepler to attach to it when a proper
port and hostid are assigned in the workflow application.

5. GUI that comes with it should be able to associate itself to running Kepler workflow for the
purpose of workflow steering. Actor for workflow instrumentation may not be the same as in
the case of the Visualization Kepler Actor.

6. Viewer with mixed 2D and 3D windows can be tiled in a single canvas (dashboard) or built
of multiple windows. GUI Designer for views may allow placing custom controls that can be
user scriptable.

Clearly, present tools are not compliant to the above “desires”. Reasons for most are linked to past
computing architectures. Moreover, 3D visualization is closely linked to computer graphics capabil-
ities. Our implementation with VisIt and developed tools resembles some of the above requirements.

Engineering still struggles to present results in plots with a single variable dependence. Rich 2D-
graphing may not seem a good idea to be included into 3D visualization tool. However, limitations
of VisIt and Kepler graphing brought custom 2D ITMVis library and virtually duplicated the effort
needed. Not everything is well aligned in database and for that scripting can be found handy. Provid-
ing publication quality graphing is quite favorable for all tools. Offline rendering in such tools can
further ease scripting. Scientists often prefer ease over performance. This fact should be considered
in visualization tools by allowing graphical programming whenever possible and saving this config-
uration as visualization flowchart (session). Additionally, there are 3D cases (MHD, diagnostics, ..)
where for comparison layout of the wall structure CAD model and some intersection (poloidal) from
code needs to be presented.

6 CONCLUSION

Visualization in a mission to assist researchers in achieving their research goals needs to provide
proper analytics with tools that tackle specific domain. Our introduction of the visualization schema
into the datastructure unifies and reduces efforts required to develop different visualization tools. A
set of standard visualizations provided by the visualization schema enables users to browse through
CPOs available. In cases of custom requirements, scripting of plots can be used by ITMVis library
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that was embedded in VisIt UAL database reader. Algorithmic mapping in the visualisation schema
is in development and will prove its usefulness while more visualisations will be added. Discussion
on the present state and requirements for visualization tools may be considered as a general view for
integrated modelling problematics and a starting point for a future work.
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